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Art and Social Awareness: Implementing Environmental Art and Design Projects in an Art 

Classroom 

 In a contemporary art classroom, the educator should allocate a portion of studies to 

environmental art and design. Students should be taught about sustainable design and ways that 

art can bring light to environmental issues. A portion of studies should focus on student 

awareness about environmental concerns, but a larger portion of studies should focus on ways 

students can create solutions to discussed problems. Contemporary artists that constantly battle 

environmental problems, create art, and design solutions are vital to keeping students motivated. 

Thurber (1997) commented that “artists are increasingly emerging from their roles as peripheral, 

isolated commentators about the condition of world environments and becoming more eco-

activist in their creation of art” (p. 34). Creating art to critique the deteriorating conditions of the 

world is one way to practice, but designing solutions that might alleviate environmental struggles 

requires in-depth exploration of what has been done and what more can be done.     

Environmental Understanding 

South Florida is no strange to critical environmental tribulations such as rising sea levels, 

light pollution, water pollution, beach erosion, loss of fresh drinking water. As students are 

contemplating these issues, they may be able to construct visual informative solutions for public 

awareness and social action. Inwood (2012) wrote that environmental art education offers 

“opportunities for artistic forms of environmental activism for students of all ages by 

encouraging the development of creativity alongside cross-curricular learning in pursuit of the 

higher goal of sustainability” (p. 66). The environmental topic should be acknowledged by 

educators of all grade levels so that students are constantly given the opportunity to develop their 

critical thinking skills about such issues. Studying and creating environmental art projects in an 



art classroom allows students to become immersed in inquiry beyond the subject of art. Inwood 

(2012) explained that environmental art education is sometimes referenced as “eco-art education, 

it fosters the kind of transdisciplinary learning argued for by environmental educators by 

integrating knowledge, pedagogy and narrative from the visual arts, sciences, outdoor education, 

and environmental education” (p. 66).  

No longer is art about me, but about us. Students are growing up in their cities, and if 

they plan to stay in their cities, they need to know how ecological aspects might affect their city 

in the future. Thurber (1997) expressed that “the resulting learning experiences should also be 

personalized for the students within their own environmental context” (p. 38). For example, 

students in Miami might learn about rising sea levels.  

The way students think about the environment should also be taken into consideration. 

Zemits (2019) clarified that creatures like fish and coral might be strongly affected by the 

damage to their habitat, but people may not be directly affected; therefore, there is a “moral 

conflict that requires a different way of thinking about humans in their environment” (p. 14). 

While not directly affected by some issues, students must be made aware of rippling affects. One 

way to bring students closer to their studies is to bring them directly to the cause. Ulbricht (1998) 

stated that “meaningful environmental connections can be made, by having students step outside, 

either mentally or physically, and look for hidden meaning in the environment” (p. 24). Field 

trips are always a great way to teach students outside of the classroom. Immersing art students 

into the setting they are learning about requires more than a simple slideshow, because visual 

learning should always be experienced.  

 

 



Reality Check  

 Creating artwork is an important aspect to an art classroom, but it is not the only aspect 

that art educators should provide to the students when discussing the environment and 

environmental art. Thurber (1997) wrote that students should “look into how contemporary 

urban site art is valued or appreciated by their community, or judged by the area's art critics” and 

“research the work of artists and scholars relative to contemporary public and environmental art” 

where “student-participants might become activated to create actual change rather than register a 

passive awareness” (p. 38). Students should be provided with a variety of examples of 

contemporary artists working in different mediums to allow them to pick their own method of 

expression about the environment. As students research contemporary artists, they should also 

focus on the historical aspects of certain environmental factors in their own cities. Ulbricht 

(1998) stated that “environmental art education can emphasize any or all of the art disciplines 

including art criticism, aesthetics, art history, and studio art” where “art teachers should be able 

to envision critical writing assignments about the environment, historical lessons tracing our 

conception of the environment, aesthetic aspects of the environment, or studio lessons that raise a 

consciousness of the status of the environment (p. 33).  

Contemporary artist such as Hayden Williams and his 3D rendered digital illustrations try 

to convince the world that rising sea levels is a problem that should be acknowledged (Filmer-

Court, 2020). Christopher Burke, another contemporary artist, creates paintings of aerial vistas of 

flooded landscapes which show a calm setting in a devastating reality (Ibrahim, 2019). Olafur 

Eliasson’s iceberg installation and John Sabraw’s toxic sludge paintings are also great examples 

of a museum installation and unusual mediums. (Brooks, 2017).  



As artists create, they must focus on the type of work they create and the materials they 

use. Environmental art pieces must provide solutions to factual problems and should not be 

created with a cost that becomes greater than the benefit of the art piece (Perovich, 2018, p. 18). 

Students should be aware that materials play a key role in the artwork and should not be a burden 

on the environment. Shannon (1970) asserts that “art teacher can work toward a change from 

indifference to interest and hopefully see this interest develop toward pressure for improved 

conditions” and can involve their classes in critical thinking about ideas and solutions (p. 30).  

Emotional Appeal  

 Emotion is a critical aspect to persuading people to act. As art educators create their 

curriculum plans, it is important to create cross-curricular studies about the environment. For 

example, art educators may partner up with the English educators which may teach students 

about modes of persuasion. With a good background in creating persuasive arguments, students 

may create persuasive artwork as well. Bullot (2014) explains that “emotions elicited by 

environmental artworks are likely to connect with effects that are normative in the sense that 

they prompt cooperative actions and activisms” (p. 512). As students begin to understand the 

ideas behind environmental artworks, they may create art that elicits emotional responses.  

Zemits (2019) explains that “through photography or painting, an emotional response can 

be drawn from an image of a turtle unable to move, encased in fishing nets or with a plastic bag 

hanging from its mouth, confused because it thought it was food” (p. 14). Just as viewers may be 

influenced through an emotional appeal, students may be more inclined to create projects that 

they are emotionally attracted to as well. Perovich (2018) explains that “there is a long history of 

artists creating works that temper the threats to our values presented by big social challenges 

through engaging with us emotionally and aesthetically” (p. 4). Art educators are an important 



part of preparing artists who are able to convey emotion through their artwork while promoting a 

strong environmental voice that could cause severe change in the environmental world. Inwood 

(2012) states that “bringing art’s powerful ability to engage audiences with multiple dimensions 

of an issue to environmental education not only increases the pool of potential learners from 

those in the sciences to those in the arts and sciences, but it also diversifies the types of learning 

that might take place, increasing the likelihood that the learning will ‘stick’ with a wider range of 

students” (p. 66). Students are like sponges, and educators must expose them to variety of 

material about the environment and environmental art so that solutions can be designed by minds 

that are creative and unique as the problems they are trying to solve.  
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